
SSSA Ultimate Frisbee 

 

What a day we had at the SSSA NE Vista Ultimate Frisbee Carnival on March 17. At the last minute, 

the carnival changed from a separate boys’ and girls’ carnival to a mixed carnival (even though some 

schools still only had boys playing) and we were also asked to create a third team. In typical TVCS 

fashion, extra students put up their hands to play and we were off! 

Our top two teams were made up of Year 12 students, many of whom had some good experience in 

the skills of frisbee, while our third team consisted mainly of Year 10s and 11s. When the games got 

started, it was soon apparent that we had one exceptionally strong team and another that was going 

to challenge for the finals, if they could just tidy up a few skill errors. Our third team was struggling 

to execute in the pressure of the games but was having a lot of laughs along the way! By the end of 

the minor round, our top team had earned a spot straight through to the grand final and our second 

team was facing a play-off to get into the big game. Our third team had not won a game but had 

gained valuable experience for future carnivals. 

In the semi-final, our second team got the jump on Craigmore and were soon out to a 5-0 lead. Zach 

and Isaac V were hitting pinpoint passes, Marcus and Hartley were everywhere, Isaac H was a rock in 

defence and Cara, Anke and Isabel were outrunning their opponents to get into excellent scoring 

positions. However, in what would turn out to be a nail-biting game, Craigmore clawed their way 

back and were doing all the attacking late in the game. Our team held them off by 1 point though, 

advancing to the Grand Final and ensuring TVCS would finish the day in first and second place. 

In the final, the class of the first team shone through. Nathan, Josh A and Jesse hit their passes at will 

and Max, Glen and Phil ensured they controlled the air at both ends of the ground. The standard of 

the final was so high that the regular ultimate players who attended and helped run the day 

continually commented on how well the players were executing their skills. Ultimately, our second 

team would score just one point against our first team, but that equalled the best result against 

them for the day. Our first team went through the whole day undefeated, scoring a whopping 56 

points while conceding just 2. What a day! 


